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PURPOSE. To investigate, by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), the impact of glaucomatous neuropathy of primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG) on neuronal activity in the primary visual cortex, which corresponds to the central normal visual field.

METHODS. Six POAG patients with asymmetric visual field damage and spared central vision were enrolled in the study. All patients underwent detailed ophthalmic examinations, including visual acuity, intraocular pressure, refraction, gonioscopy, and fundus examination. Scanning laser polarimetry with variable corneal compensation, confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy, posterior segment optical coherence tomography (OCT), and SITA-standard 30-2 and 10-2 visual field perimetry were also performed on each patient. Block-design fMRI was then performed. The stimulus was a hemifield checkerboard contrast, reversing at 8 Hz and viewed by the examined eye monocularly during fMRI scanning, with the fellow eye occluded.

RESULTS. The blood oxygen level–dependent (BOLD) fMRI signal change in the primary visual cortex corresponding to central visual input from the more severely affected eye was less than that of the fellow eye. Such a difference in fMRI response did not correlate with interocular differences in measurements of scanning laser polarimetry, OCT, and scanning laser ophthalmoscopy, but showed a negative correlation with interocular pattern SD (PSD) difference of visual field analysis.

CONCLUSIONS. Glaucomatous neuropathy from POAG may lead to decreased cortical activity in the primary visual cortex, which corresponds to the central normal visual field. The resultant cortical depression is not related to interocular differences in results of polarimetry, OCT, and ophthalmoscopy, but is negatively correlated with PSD of visual field analysis.

Glucoma is one of the leading causes of irreversible blindness worldwide. It is projected to affect 61 million people worldwide by 2010.1 Progressive retinal ganglion cell (RGC) loss and the resultant visual field defect are the hallmarks of glaucoma. Among all clinical types of glaucoma, primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG) is one of the most common in all ethnic groups and is most prevalent in adults, particularly elderly people. The course and progression of POAG is usually asymptomatic. Extramacular regions are the first to deteriorate, and thus before those affected notice any problem, they may have severe visual disability. That is one of the main reasons why POAG causes a high rate of blindness.

The visual field defect characteristic of POAG usually but not always begins from the midperipheral regions, like a nasal step defect or paracentral scotoma.2–4 In some advanced cases, central vision can be well preserved until the very late stage of the disease, leading to tunnel vision.5 Although the central vision may remain normal, the patients' quality of life is affected, however, because of both the constricted visual field and the impaired detection of global motion, global form integration, color perception, and/or contrast sensitivity of the residual vision.6–11 It has also been suggested that patients with glaucomatous field defect may find more difficulties with complicated visual tasks than is predicted through their field defect.12 Decreased neuronal cell density and biological activity in the visual pathway and/or primary visual cortex have been demonstrated in both glaucoma animal models and patients.12,13 In these studies, several methods, such as visual evoked potentials (mVEPs), positron emission tomography (PET), and single-photon–emission computed tomography (SPECT) have been used to measure the functional alterations in glaucomatous neuropathy resultant from central neural activity in vivo.14–21 Based on the fact that RGCs of the macula and paracentral retina project to different parts and layers of the visual cortex, the structural and functional changes in cortical neurons corresponding to midperipheral and peripheral fields could be modified in POAG. However, the mentioned investigative techniques are restricted by either poor spatial resolution or the requirement for radioisotopes, and no powerful evidence is available so far regarding the functional status of the primary visual cortex that corresponds to central normal vision. High-resolution functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), which is based on the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) contrast technique, provides us an ideal choice because it possesses the advantages of high spatial resolution, noninvasiveness, and the ability to reflect task-related neuronal activity.22,23 Previous studies have demonstrated that the spatial pattern of fMRI response observed in V1 is in agreement with the pattern of visual field loss measured by automated perimetry (in a retinotopic fashion).24–25 This outstanding retinotopic localization ability of fMRI allows it to be a suitable method for physiopathological research in the visual pathway. In the present study, we attempted to use fMRI to...
test the hypothesis that the primary visual cortex corresponding to the central, apparently normal visual fields may be affected in POAG patients. Should the status of the cortex be found to be altered, then it may not only help us to better understand the pathophysiological characteristics of the disease but may also lead to new neuroprotective strategies in glaucoma treatment.

METHODS

Subjects

Six POAG patients (four women and two men; mean age, 49.5 years) with asymmetric visual field damage were enrolled in the study. The subjects were examined in Beijing Tongren Eye Center, Capital Medical University. By contrast to the glaucomatous eye, the fellow eye was either unaffected or less affected, as shown by automated perimetry. Central vision was preserved in both eyes. The fellow eye served as a control to minimize the variability among patients. All subjects underwent a thorough ophthalmic examination, including visual acuity, refraction, intraocular pressure (IOP) measurement, undilated and dilated slit lamp examination, gonioscopy, direct ophthalmoscopy, and nonmydriatic retinal photography. Visual fields were assessed using standard automated perimetry (Humphrey 30-2 and 10-2 SITA program; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA).

Scanning laser polarimetry with variable corneal compensation (GDx-VCC; Carl Zeiss Meditec) and confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (Heidelberg Retina Tomograph II [HRT-II]; Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany) were used to measure retinal nerve fiber-layer (RNFL) thickness and optic disc topography, respectively. Fourier-domain optical coherence tomography (RTVue-100; Optovue, Inc., Fremont, CA) was used to access macular thickness. The macular thickness map, which represented approximately the central 20° of the visual field, was divided into three sections, including a central circle, an inner ring, and an outer ring, with each ring divided into four quadrants. The central circle, inner ring, and outer ring had diameters of 1, 3, and 6 mm, respectively. Retinal thickness maps were color coded, with brighter colors for thicker and darker colors for thinner ones. Retinal thickness of each section was labeled.

Table 1. Basic Information of Enrolled Patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Age (y)</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Eye*</th>
<th>IOP (mm Hg)</th>
<th>MRNFL (m)</th>
<th>CDR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Ofg</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>-16.22</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Ofg</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>-15.10</td>
<td>0.687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Ofg</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>-9.12</td>
<td>0.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Ofg</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>11.35</td>
<td>0.659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Ofg</td>
<td>30 Normal</td>
<td>+0.15</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Ofg</td>
<td>30 Normal</td>
<td>13.08</td>
<td>0.477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Ofg</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>+1.04</td>
<td>0.343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Ofg</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-14.42</td>
<td>0.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13.86</td>
<td>0.650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>-8.78</td>
<td>0.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>0.747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>-2.90</td>
<td>0.439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>0.214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>-4.31</td>
<td>0.221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>-1.60</td>
<td>0.209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>-1.01</td>
<td>0.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>-0.69</td>
<td>0.249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>-2.08</td>
<td>0.297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>0.602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>-10.73</td>
<td>0.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>15.12</td>
<td>0.455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>-14.27</td>
<td>0.495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>15.08</td>
<td>0.734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>-5.05</td>
<td>0.138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>5.68</td>
<td>0.734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>-3.06</td>
<td>0.266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>0.483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Odf</td>
<td>28 Normal</td>
<td>13.12</td>
<td>0.257</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CDR, cup-to-disc ratio.
* g: glaucomatous; f: fellow.
† The visual field was divided into two parts: superior (S) and inferior (I) hemifields. The more affected hemifield was defined according to the outcome of HFA 30–2 SITA standard test.
‡ Average nerve fiber thickness of the superior or inferior quadrant corresponding to the less affected visual hemi-field as revealed by GDx-VCC was presented.
§ Retinal nerve fiber thickness of the inner ring in the superior or inferior macular quadrant corresponding to the less affected visual hemi-field as revealed by Optovue OCT (Fremont, CA) was presented.
Data Analysis

Image processing and statistical analysis were performed with SPM5 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). The first two volumes of each session were discarded. For each subject, all volumes were spatially realigned to the first volume of the first session to correct head motion, and coregistered to the patient’s 3-D anatomic reference image, a T1-weighted MR volume image was acquired, in each fMRI experiment, after the fMRI session with a resolution of 1.0 mm isotropically (MP-RAGE), 144 sagittal slices; TE, 3.37 ms; TR, 2560 ms; flip angle, 7°; and matrix, 256 × 256.

fMRI Responses in the Visual Cortex

The central checkerboard stimuli presented to the monocularly viewing eye evoked a significant BOLD signal increase in the primary visual cortex, especially in the bilateral occipital poles. Figure 3 shows the typical BOLD responses of a POAG patient. Yellowish pixels correspond to voxels where the task-induced BOLD signal was significantly increased compared with that of the baseline (Fig. 3A). The number of activated volumes were spatially smoothed with a 6-mm full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel. The BOLD signal time series across each voxel was high-pass filtered with an upper cutoff of 128 seconds. Autocorrelations between sessions and epochs were modeled by a standard hemodynamic response function at each voxel.

For regions of interest (ROI) analysis, the time course of signal change was extracted from the individual ROI in each eye of each subject. The average percentage signal change (PSC) was calculated by using the average signal intensity during all unpatterned black-background epochs as a baseline. Because the fMRI response typically lags 4 to 6 seconds after the neural response, our data analysis procedure treated the first two functional images of each epoch as belonging to the condition of the previous epoch and omitted the next two images (during the transition between conditions) from the analysis.

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to assess whether the data have a normal frequency distribution or not. A paired t-test was used to compare the mean PSC values and the number of activated voxels between the fellow and the glaucomatous eyes of each subject. fMRI signal changes in the primary visual cortex were compared to the parameters of visual field analysis and structural measurements of the optic disc/RNFL using correlation analysis. Pearson and Spearman correlation analysis were used for parametric and nonparametric data, respectively. P < 0.05 was statistically significant (all statistical analyses: SPSS, ver. 11.5; SPSS, Inc. Chicago, IL).

Result

The central checkerboard stimulus was designed to test another hypothesis. The data describing the full-screen stimulus will not be discussed here. The central checkerboard stimulus was presented to the less affected upper or lower hemifield according to subjects’ visual field outcomes (Fig. 2). The subjects were asked to fix their eyes on the cross presented at the center of the screen during the run. A monocular stimulus was obtained by covering one eye with an occluder attached to the goggle. The glaucomatous eye and the fellow eye were tested alternatively.

The glaucomatous eye and the fellow eye were tested alternatively. Image processing and statistical analysis were performed with SPM5 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). The first 2 and 10-2 visual field perimetry programs both revealed a visual field defect in the superior region in the left eye. The right eye was relatively normal (A, B). Scanning laser polarimetry with variable corneal compensation (GDx-VCC) demonstrated a reduction in RNFL thickness in the inferior quadrant of the left retina, which was consistent with the visual field analysis (D). The macular map of the OCT instrument also illustrated RNFL thinning in the inferior retina in the left eye (E). No obvious RNFL changes were observed in either eye by scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (HRT-II). Green check marks indicate that RNFL thickness for a given sector is within normal limits (C).
voxels elicited by viewing through the glaucomatous eye (2086 ± 1063; 95% confidence interval [CI], 970–3201) did not differ from that elicited by viewing with the fellow eye (1813 ± 1239; 95% CI, 513–3112; \( P = 0.428 \); Figs. 3B, 3C).

fMRI responses to the checkerboard stimuli were expressed as the percentage change of BOLD amplitude between the task-induced and the baseline-induced BOLD signals. The mean percentage of BOLD signal change of each eye was averaged over four scans for each subject. Viewing with the glaucomatous eye consistently elicited a less prominent BOLD signal change in the primary visual cortex than viewing with the fellow eye in all POAG patients (Fig. 4). When fMRI BOLD mean percentage signal changes were averaged across subjects for the fellow and the glaucomatous eyes, respectively, a significant decrease in the glaucomatous eye–evoked BOLD signal change (1.539 ± 0.165; 95% CI, 1.366–1.712) was observed in comparison with that in the fellow eye (1.752 ± 0.204; 95% CI, 1.538–1.967; \( P = 0.004 \); Fig. 4B). The time courses of BOLD signal change in the fellow and the glaucomatous eyes were investigated by using the mean value of each scan averaged over the six patients (Fig. 5). The BOLD response pattern was similar between the fellow and glaucomatous eyes. However, when viewing the checkerboard stimulus, the fellow eyes elicited a sharper BOLD response than did the glaucomatous eyes.

Correlations between fMRI Responses and Visual Field or Retinal Structural Parameters

BOLD responses to the central checkerboard stimuli were compared to the parameters of visual field analysis and structural measurements of the optic disc/retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL). Difference scores for BOLD responses (BOLD-DIF) elicited by binocular eyes in each subject were calculated by subtracting the corresponding values related to the glaucomatous eye from that of the fellow eye. It was compared with the interocular difference in parameters of visual field analysis, which involved MD and PSD of both 30-2 and 10-2 SITA standard strategies (referred as MD30-DIF, PSD30-DIF, MD10-DIF, and PSD10-DIF). The absolute values of these scores were used to do the correlation analysis. Among these parameters, only PSD30-DIF score demonstrated a borderline significant correlation with BOLD-DIF (\( r = −0.811, P = 0.050 \)). The larger the interocular difference in visual field defects as revealed by PSD30-DIF, the smaller the BOLD-DIF (Fig. 6). Difference scores for mean RNFL thickness or RNFL thickness in the quadrant corresponding to the stimulated visual field measured by scanning laser polarimetry, scanning laser ophthalmoscopy, and OCT were also calculated. No significant correlation was found between these retinal structural measurements and the BOLD-DIF.

Discussion

In this study, we measured the cortical response to visual stimuli presented to the apparently normal central visual field in patients with asymmetric POAG. The fellow eye served as a control to minimize the variability among patients. Despite the small sample size, a consistent trend was noted in each subject. Compared with the fellow eyes, the glaucomatous eyes showed a decreased BOLD response in the primary visual cortex. Consistent with previous studies, it suggests that even in the visual field defined as the normal central area, there may be a functional decrease in POAG patients.\(^9–15\) These patients may have greater difficulties in dealing with their daily visual tasks than are predicted by their visual field loss.\(^12\)

Task-Related BOLD Response Decrease in the Primary Visual Cortex

The decreased cortical BOLD response evoked by the glaucomatous eye may be due to either a flow-on effect of early perceptual loss or to cortical abnormalities.\(^27–31\)

Since the visual acuity is well kept until the late stage of glaucoma, it is generally believed that the papillomacular bundle is relatively resistant to the pathologically increased IOP. However, morphologic findings demonstrated that the thickness of the papillomacular bundle and the macular are both decreased in glaucomatous eyes with good visual acuity.\(^32–34\) In the present study, we measured the macular thickness by Fourier-domain OCT (RTVue-100; Optovue). Consistent with previous studies, the macular map revealed a thickness de-
crease in our series. To evaluate the perceptual difference between bilateral eyes, we investigated the macular thickness in the quadrant corresponding to the stimulated central visual field in all enrolled patients. Statistical analysis demonstrated that there was no difference in the macular thickness in these specific areas between the glaucomatous eye and the fellow eye. Although this result provides structural evidence, we still cannot draw a strong conclusion that the retinal input is equal in bilateral eyes. A substantial number of RGCs have already died before obvious visual field defects can be detected. At least 25% to 35% RGC loss occurs before any statistical abnormality in automated visual field testing. In addition to the loss of M-type RGCs in the peripheral retina, loss of central ganglion cells has also been observed in eyes with mild glaucomatous damage, suggesting a diffuse RGC damage in the glaucomatous eye before a functional impairment. Mean field loss was not different between the glaucomatous eye and the fellow eye. Although this result provides structural evidence, we still cannot draw a strong conclusion that the retinal input is equal in bilateral eyes. The number of glaucomatous eye-activated voxels in the visual cortex did not differ from the number activated by the fellow eye (2086 ± 1065 in the glaucomatous eyes vs. 1813 ± 1239 in the fellow eyes; *P = 0.428).

Postretinal neuropathy may also contribute to the decreased BOLD response in the primary visual cortex. Recently, accumulating evidence supports the hypothesis that glaucomatous neuropathy involves the whole visual pathway. Besides injury to the optic nerve, neurodegeneration in the brain has also been reported in glaucoma. Changes in cell morphology and expression pattern of specific proteins in LGN and visual cortex have been observed both in primate glaucoma models and in POAG patients. These changes in brain neurons may lead to functional alterations. In a cat model of retinal photocoagulation, the deafferented contralateral dLGN displayed a decrease in cell size and a concomitant inexcitability to light. Since atrophy of the visual cortex has been reported in patients with severe long-term POAG, it is possible that changes of visual cortex may be related to a compromised excitability and therefore lead to a decreased BOLD response in these patients.

From another point of view, we should note that BOLD as a measure of neural activity relies on the regulation of blood vessels. The decreased BOLD signal observed in our study may also have resulted from a disturbed cerebral vascular activity in POAG patients. Neurons may directly control the local changes in cerebral blood flow (CBF) associated with neuronal activity. Neuronal atrophy and loss in the postretinal visual pathway in glaucoma patients may affect the neuron-vascular coupling and lead to a reduced BOLD signal change. Meanwhile, other studies have revealed that glial cells also play a pivotal role in...
neurovascular coupling. Local arteriolar dilation in response to high neuronal activity largely depends on the activation of astrocytes (glutamate-mediated [Ca$^{2+}$]), oscillations in astrocytes) by locally released vasoactive compounds. There is evidence that, in primate glaucoma models, the intensity of astrocytes is much more in the LGN layers that receive a retinal input from the high-IOP eye than in those that receive input from the contralateral untreated eye. This region-specific astrocyte proliferation in the central visual targets may disrupt the astrocyte-mediated regulation of local arterioles and therefore result in a decreased BOLD signal change in the primary visual cortex during visual stimulation. In addition, direct evidence of cerebrovascular insufficiency in glaucoma patients has also been addressed. They may have diffuse cerebral small vessel ischemia and cerebral infarcts. Diastolic blood pressure of cerebral vessels is significantly higher in glaucoma patients than in control subjects at baseline and during hypoxia. There is a significant correlation between the mean flow velocity of middle cerebral arteries (MCAs) and the mean defect of the central visual field, logMAR visual acuity, and contrast sensitivity in glaucoma patients, suggesting that, in certain POAG patients, diminished central visual function may be one manifestation of widespread cerebrovascular insufficiency. In the primary visual cortex, ocular dominance columns driven by the ipsilateral and contralateral eyes may be supplied by a different microvascular system. The vascular insufficiency in regions receiving retinal input from the glaucomatous eye is likely to be more severe than that related to the fellow eye, which may affect the task-related blood flow increase during visual stimuli to the glaucomatous eye and lead to a reduced BOLD response.

Correlation between fMRI Responses and Visual Field Analysis or Optic Nerve Fiber/Head Structure Measurements

The most unexpected result of our study is that we find a borderline negative correlation between PSD30-DIF and BOLD-DIF. The more affected the visual field, the less affected the BOLD response. This phenomenon may imply a replasticity or a compensatory mechanism of the visual pathway. On one hand, peripheral scotoma may have a potentiating effect on the central reserved visual field. Surviving retinal axons may compete and compensate for the lost retinal axons and therefore relatively enhance the visual signal input. On the other hand, decreased retina input may result in replasticity of the cortical neurons and enhance the information processing and integrity ability of the visual cortex. Enhancing the compensatory ability of the visual pathway may be an alternative way to improve the visual function of glaucoma patients.

In our study, no correlation was found between BOLD-DIF and the parameters of RNFL measurements, as revealed by GDx, HRT, and OCT. This result is inconsistent with that of Duncan et al. They presented a checkerboard to the visual space with the greatest visual loss and found a cortical activity decrease in POAG patients in a manner consistent with damage to the optic disc. The discrepancy may be due to the different retina regions that were stimulated during scanning. In the defective visual field, most of the RGCs have already died. These regions are likely to have a thinner RNFL and a reduced retinal input. What's more, fMRI scanning measures the output resulting from activation of each successive level of the visual system, whereas GDx, HRT, and OCT only estimate the structure changes at the retina level. All these facts put forward the necessity of developing new methods that can integrate the functional and structural evaluations of the visual pathway better.

Limitations of the Present Study

Glaucoma is usually a bilateral ocular disease. The fellow eye will exhibit visual damage years after that of the first eye affected. Because of the silent progression and binocular compensation, generally, when patients come to the clinics, both eyes are affected. It is difficult to collect POAG patients with extremely asymmetric visual field damage. What’s more, some older patients that met our research requirements had contraindications for MRI examination, among which the pacemaker is the most common. These factors ultimately limited the sample size of the present study. Small sample size may bring problems of variability and limited power to draw a conclusion. However, in the present study, a consistent trend of BOLD signal decrease in the primary visual cortex corresponding to the central normal visual field in the glaucomatous eye relative to the fellow eye was noted in all six POAG patients, which encouraged us to believe that it is not a coincidence.

In summary, the present findings led us to the tentative conclusion that POAG patients may have a functional decrease in the apparently normal central visual field. This result shifts our focus from visual fields that are lost to those that are reserved. fMRI may be a promising tool for detecting early glaucoma that is not detected with behavioral measures.
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